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My assumptions: Beyond transactional stuff HR professionals should…
 …do stuff that addresses important business problems (not trivial issues)
 …do stuff that is likely to work (not stuff that is unlikely work or has little effect)
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is unlikely work or has little effect)
 Do you agree?  If so, how are we going to do that?
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Outline
 What is evidence-based HR and how do you do it?
 What gets in the way of doing evidence-based HR
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based HR
 The example of employee engagement
 How can these barriers be overcome?
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What are your answers to these questions – write down
 What’s happened to average job tenure in the past 10 years?  Up?  Down?  Stayed same? (UK, US)
 Job satisfaction in past 15 years?  Up?  
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 Job satisfaction in past 15 years?  Up?  Down?  Stayed same? (UK, US)
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Why evidence-based practice? The elevator pitch
 Decisions about problems and solutions should be based on the best available evidence
 Evidence = relevant information and data = scientific findings, organizational/context data, personal experience, stakeholder perceptions
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personal experience, stakeholder perceptions
 All practitioners base their decisions on evidence but

– Limited attention to quality (and relevance) of evidence
– Limited sources and types of evidence
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Where did the idea of evidence-based practice come from?  Yes, it’s a ‘thing’!
 1990 Medicine
 1998 Education
 1998 Probation service
 1999 Housing policy
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 1999 Housing policy
 1999 Social care
 1999 Regeneration policy and practice
 2000 Nursing
 2000 Criminal justice
 2005 Management and HR?
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More materials available online www.cebma.org
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What is evidence-based practice
 The conscientious (effort), explicit (clarity) and judicious (critical of quality) use of evidence from multiple sources to increase the likelihood of a favourable outcome
 It’s about the process
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 It’s not about certainties (not this will work)
 It’s is about probabilities and likelihoods
 It is about reducing uncertainty (given our context this is more likely to lead to the outcome we want than doing something else or doing nothing)
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Six step process for identifying likely problem/opportunity and solution
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Example of evidence-based absence management
 Suppose you have a hunch or some data suggesting that absence may be ‘too high’ (whatever that means)
 How would you approach from an evidence-
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 How would you approach from an evidence-based practice approach?
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Element 1: Practitioners’ professionalexpertise
 Identifying the problem– Have I/we seen absence problems before?  What happened?– Based on our experience, is the level of absence here a problem?– What do I/we believe about causes of absence?

Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)
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 Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)– Have I/we seen absence interventions before? What happened?– What do I/we believe about absence interventions?– Based on our experience, is the level of absence here a problem?  What are costs & benefits of intervening?
 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy is my/our expertise?



Element 2: Organizational data
 Identifying the problem

– What actually is the absence rate?– What type of absences and where?– Are there patterns or trends in absence?– Do data show how absence is a problem?
Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)
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 Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)
– What absence management is currently in place and is it working?– What else is happening that might be affecting absence?– Are there relationships between absence and other data?  Employee type?  Shift?  Department?

 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy are our organizational data?



Element 3: Scientific literature
 Identifying the problem

– What are the average rates of absence in my sector and location – is the absence rate here ‘high’?– What does systematically reviewed research evidence suggest are the problems with absence
 Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)
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 Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)
– What does research evidence from systematic reviews suggest are major causes of absence?– What does research evidence from systematic reviews suggest as effective absence interventions?

 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy are the scientific findings?



Element 4: Stakeholders values and concerns
 Identifying the problem

– How do employees feel about and view the absence ‘problem’?– Do they see negative consequences?– What do managers think about the problem?– Do customers or clients or service users have a view?
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– Do customers or clients or service users have a view?
 Identifying solution (only if absence is a problem)

– How do employees feel about and view the solutions?– What do managers think about the solutions?– What alternative explanations and proposed solutions do others have?
 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy are stakeholder concerns evidence?



My assumptions: Beyond transactional stuff HR professionals should…
 …do stuff that addresses important business problems (not trivial issues)
 …do stuff that is likely to work (not stuff that is unlikely work or has little effect)
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is unlikely work or has little effect)
 Do you agree?  If so, how are we going to do that?
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What gets in the way of evidence-based practice in general?
 Strong and wrong beliefs
 Individual and group cognitive biases
 Fads, fashions & (some) consultancies
 Organizational politics/power

well-identified problem
 Contexts in which practitioners’ practice is not evaluated (it doesn’t matter what they do)
 Good intentions (road to hell paved with)
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 Organizational politics/power
 Poor logic models
 Soutioneering
 Over-claiming about the quality and quantity of evidence
 Career incentives
 Pre-enlightenment views
 A lack of focus on a specific and 

 Belief that we already are evidence-based (or evidence-based enough)
 Access to only some sources/types of evidence
 The perceived need for speed
 Crude benchmarking
 Misconceptions of evidence-based practice
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Misconceptions of evidence-based HR
 Practitioners can’t use their experience - it’s mostly about scientific/academic evidence
 It’s about the truth and proving things
 It’s about making perfectly-informed decisions using all the necessary information
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using all the necessary information
 Gathering the evidence will give you The Answer
 It’s about new ‘cutting edge’ ideas and studies
 Experts/academics know all about the evidence so you just need to ask them
 It’s an academic versus practitioner thing
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Strong and wrong beliefs

 It ain't what you don't know that gets you into trouble. It's what you know for sure that just ain't so.  (Mark Twain)
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just ain't so.  (Mark Twain)
 The greatest enemy of knowledge is not ignorance, it is the illusion of knowledge(Stephen Hawking)
 Ignorance is fine – false beliefs not so
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Some examples…
 What’s happened to average job tenure in the past 10 years?  Up?  Down?  Stayed same?
 Job satisfaction in past 15 years?  Up?  
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 Job satisfaction in past 15 years?  Up?  Down?  Stayed same?
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Job tenure UK
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Job tenure USA
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Job satisfaction UK
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USA
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Individual and group cognitive biases
 System 1 and System 2 thinking

– System 1 – fast, emotional, low effort, use of cognitive short-cuts, ‘that’s cool’, ‘wow’ moments
– System 2 – slow, more critical reasoning, higher effort
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effort
 We are ‘hardwired’ to make fast System 1 decisions – which is good for most everyday decisions
 Not good for larger more complicated and more important decisions
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Cognitive biases
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A bat and ball cost one pound and ten pence. The bat costs a pound more than the ball. How much does the ball cost?
35



Error and biases in problem-solving and decision-making – some examples
 Confirmation bias: Tendency to interpret and search for information consistent with one’s prior beliefs
 Hindsight bias: Tendency to see past events as being more predictable than they were before the event occurred
 Loss aversion: Tendency to prefer avoiding losses than to acquiring gains
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acquiring gains
 Anchoring effect: Tendency to rely too heavily or over-emphasize one piece of information (e.g., restaurant wine lists, large reductions in price in sales)
 Framing effect: Drawing different conclusions from exactly the same information presented in different ways (e.g., would you prefer a ready meal that’s “85% fat free” or “15% fat”?)
 Meta-cognitive bias: The belief we are immune from such biases
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Fads, fashions & (some) consultancies
 Some examples of fads and fashions
 Why are they a problem?
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Example fads and fashions
 Business process re-engineering
 Total quality management
 Quality circles
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 Talent management
 Lean
 Outsourcing
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Fads and fashions get in the way of evidence-based practice
 Fads generally act as a barrier to clear and critical thinking
 Encourage solutioneering – identifying a ‘problem’ by the absence of the ‘solution’ (e.g., the problem is our managers have low emotional intelligence, our 
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our managers have low emotional intelligence, our engagement scores are too low)
 Fads as interventions may be effective but

– Are not the panaceas they often claim to be
– Even if they work, effect may not be large
– May be no more effective than existing interventions
– Can be harmful
– Over-applied – to all organizations and problems
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The fad for suddenly dumping/ditching
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Six step process for identifying likely problem/opportunity and solution
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The case of employee engagement (EE)
 Suppose you or your organization believe that low EE is somehow a problem in your organization
 And because it is you should measure EE and 
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 And because it is you should measure EE and attempt to increase ‘low’ scores somehow
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Element 1: Practitioners’ professionalexpertise
 Identifying the problem– Have I/we seen EE problems before?  What happened?– Based on our experience, is the level of EE here a problem?– What do I/we believe about causes of low EE?
 Identifying solution (only if EE is a problem)– Have I/we seen EE interventions before? What 
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– Have I/we seen EE interventions before? What happened?– What do I/we believe about EE interventions?– Based on our experience, is the level of EE here a problem?  What are costs & benefits of intervening?
 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy is my/our expertise?

ONLY YOU KNOW THE ANSWERS



Element 2: Organizational data
 Identifying the problem– What actually is the EE level?– Are there patterns or trends in absence?– Do data show how EE is a problem?– Do data show that low EE is causing problems?
 Identifying solution (only if EE is a problem)– What attempts to enhance EE are currently in place and 
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– What attempts to enhance EE are currently in place and are they working?– What else is happening that might be affecting EE?– Are there relationships between EE and other data?  Employee type?  Shift?  Department?
 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy are our organizational data?

ONLY YOU KNOW THE ANSWERS



Element 3: Scientific literature
 Identifying the problem– What are the average rates of EE in my sector and location – is the level here ‘low’?– What does systematically reviewed research evidence suggest are the problems with low EE?
 Identifying solution (only if EE is a problem)– What does research evidence from systematic reviews 
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– What does research evidence from systematic reviews suggest are major causes of low EE?– What does research evidence from systematic reviews suggest as effective interventions to increase EE?
 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy are the scientific findings?

THE ANSWERS ARE PUBLICALLY AVAILABLE



Key questions about EE: Answers from the scientific literature
1. Is EE clearly defined?
2. Are there valid and reliable measures of engagement?
3. Is engagement different from previous concepts (e.g., satisfaction, commitment)?
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(e.g., satisfaction, commitment)?
4. Is there plenty of good quality evidence that demonstrates value of engagement?

• Increases in engagement > increases in performance• Engagement interventions > increases in engagement > increases in performance
5. Are general claims made about the importance and role of engagement reasonable and accurate given the scientific evidence?
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Element 4: Stakeholders values and concerns
 Identifying the problem– How do employees feel about and view the EE ‘problem’?– Do they see negative consequences?– What do managers think about the problem?– Do customers or clients or service users have a view?
 Identifying solution (only if EE is a problem)– How do employees feel about and view the solutions?
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– How do employees feel about and view the solutions?– What do managers think about the solutions?– What alternative explanations and proposed solutions do others have?
 How relevant and applicable and trustworthy are stakeholder concerns evidence?

ONLY YOU KNOW THE ANSWERS



So what?
 Employee engagement is just an example of a current practice I HR
 Anecdotally I have never come across a HR practitioner or organization that has adopted 
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practitioner or organization that has adopted an evidence-based approach to EE
– Causal links between EE and outcomes in their organization?
– Awareness of the scientific evidence?
– Even where there are real problems (eg poor performance, turnover) why is increasing EE likely to be the most effective solution? 54



Overcoming barriers to evidence-based practice in HR
 Healthy scepticism towards all claims from whatever source
 Ask the question “Why?” a lot
 Develop some of the necessary skills – judging credibility and quality of evidence
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Develop some of the necessary skills – judging credibility and quality of evidence
 Focus on stuff that’s important to your organization and doing stuff that’s more likely to work
 Identify and act on ignorance and learn to say the three hardest words in management…
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Three hardest words to say in management?

“I don’t know”
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But I know how to find out –

Evidence-based practice
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Thank you

www.cebma.org
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Questions?
r.briner@qmul.ac.uk
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